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•Simultaneous Uniformization and Quasi-Fuchsian Groups

Bers’ simultaneous uniformization theorem gives that for two hyperbolic structures X and
Y on a given surface S, there is a quasi-Fuchsian group Γ(X,Y ) such that the quotient by
Γ(X,Y ) of the Riemann sphere minus the limit set Λ is X ∪ Y . Let Q(X,Y ) denote the
3-manifold H3/Γ(X,Y ).
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In fact, the simultaneous uniformization theorem gives that for two conformal structures
X and Y there exist infinitely many subgroups of PSL2(C) as above. Not only do we get
to specify the hyperbolic structures on the boundary but also an isomorphism between the
fundamental groups of the two boundary surfaces. In order to describe this more clearly,
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it is necessary to discuss marked hyperbolic surface. The space of marked hyperbolic
structures on a surface S is called the Teichmüller space of S.

Teich(S) := {(f,X) | f : S → X = H3/ΓX is a homeomorphism}/ ∼

where (f,X) ∼ (g, Y ) if there exists an isometry φ : X → Y such that φ ◦ f is homotopic
to g. One of the essential features of Teich(S) is that it gives a way of naming curves
on different hyperbolic structures for S. If α ⊂ S, (f1, X1) ∈ Teich(S), then the curve
f1(α) ⊂ X1 is thought of as the curve α realized on the surface X1. Thus for a curve α in
S and a point (f,X) in Teichmüller space, it makes sense to ask how long α is as a curve
on X. We denote by lX(α) the length of a geodesic representative of f(α) on X. Recall
that X is isomorphic as a Riemann surface to H2/Γ for some Fuchsian group Γ, so lX(α)
will be the translation length of f(α) considered an element of π1(H2/Γ) acting as a deck
transformation of the covering H2 → H2/Γ.

Without any marking, given two homeomorphic Riemann surfaces X and Y and a simple
closed curve α on X, it is impossible to ask what is the corresponding curve on Y . For
example, if α is non-separating, for any non-separating simple closed curve β on Y there
is a homeomorphism f : X → Y such that f(α) = β. On marked surfaces (f,X) and
(g, Y ), on the other hand, we can say that for a curve α on X, g ◦ f−1(α) is the “same
curve” realized on different surfaces. The marking is usually suppressed in the notation,
so that we say “let X be a point in Teichmüller space” rather than “let (f,X) be a point
in Teichmüller space” unless we want to draw special attention to the marking.

Note that given two marked surfaces (f,X) and (g, Y ), we get an isomorphism π1(X) →
π1(Y ), given by (g ◦ f−1)∗. Conversely , given a marked surface (f,X) and an unmarked
hyperbolic surface Y , specifying an isomorphism φ : π1(X)→ π1(Y ) specifies a marking for
Y as follows. The isomorphism φ◦f∗ : π1(S)→ π1(Y ) is induced by some homeomorphism
g : S → Y as these surfaces are K(G, 1) spaces. The equivalence class of (g, Y ) therefore
gives a marking for Y determined by the map φ.

We can now explain the simultaneous uniformization theorem can now be explained more
precisely. Given two points in Teichmüller space (f,H2/Γ1) and (g,H2/Γ2), there exists
an isomorphism π1(S)→ Isom+H3 that has the following properties:

• Its limit set is a Jordan curve Λ, and Ĉ\Λ has two components Ω+ and Ω−.

• Ω+/Γ is isomorphic as a Riemann surface to X and Ω−/Γ is isomorphic as a Riemann
surface to Y.

• The map φ : S → Ω+/Γ induced by the isomorphism π1(S) → Γ is such that
(φ,Ω+/Γ) = (f,H2/Γ1) as points in Teichmüller space, and likewise the map ψ : S →
Ω−/Γ induced by the isomorphism π1(S)→ Γ is such that (ψ,Ω−/Γ) = (g,H2/Γ2).
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Notice that the marking is built in to the group Γ(X,Y ). If we are able to realize X
and Y as quotients of domains on the Riemann sphere by a single group, then a single
element γ ∈ Γ acts as deck transformations on both the upper and lower domains, but
this action may look different on the top than on the bottom. This gives an isomorphism
between GT , the group of deck transformations of the covering of top surface and GB, the
group of deck transformations of the covering of the bottom surface. As there are natural
isomorphisms GT → π1(X) and GT → π1(Y ), our construction yields an isomorphism
φ : π1(X) → π1(Y ). The simultaneous uniformization theorem says that not only can we
find a single group Γ yielding the specified conformal structures but we can also control
the isomorphism φ above by specifying the relative positions of X and Y in Teichmüller
space.
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It is important to note that Bers’ simultaneous uniformization theorem is a theorem about
Riemann surfaces and does not explicitly contain any information about the 3-manifold
Q(X,Y ). One expects that the quasi-Fuchsian 3-manifold Q(X,Y ) = H3/Γ(X,Y ) should
be a 3-manifold that interpolates efficiently between the structures X and Y , but showing
that this is the correct picture is not at all trivial. Marden showed, (using Waldhausen’s
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theorem) that the topology of this picture is correct, i.e. Q(X,Y ) ∼= S × R. The metric
structure, on the other hand, can be very complicated.

As was described in Minsky’s first lecture, Q(X,Y ) has a well defined convex core, which
is homeomorphic to a product of S with a closed interval. If we look at the boundary
of the convex core, it consists of two embedded surfaces XH and YH in Q(X,Y ). These
surfaces are generally not smoothly embedded, but are bent along some curves or even a
lamination on the surface. Nevertheless, the intrinsic path metric on the surface turns out
to be hyperbolic, i.e. there is an isometry some quotient of the hyperbolic plane to the
boundary of the convex core with the path metric induced by the metric on Q(X,Y ).

Convex core boundaries
Straightening 
Isometries

One case in which we can see the convex core boundary explicitly is in Thurston’s “Mickey
Mouse” example, which is given by bending a Fuchsian group along a simple close curve.
Sullivan showed that the convex core boundaries Xh and Yh in Q(X,Y ) are geometri-
cally close to X and Y . Sullivan’s theorem gives that there exists a universal constant
K such that the Teichmüller distance between X and Xh is less than K, and likewise
dTeich(Y, Yh) < K. The structure of the ends of the manifold, the components of the
manifold outside the convex core, turns out to be very simple as a consequence of the fact
that the retraction map changes distances in a uniform manner. Up to bounded distortion,
the metric on the end looks like the metric on Xh scaled by a factor of ed, where d is the
distance from the convex core.

One end of a 
hyperbolic 
3-manifold
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The question that remains is what happens geometrically as we travel through the convex
core between Xh and Yh. Notice that because Q(X,Y ) ∼= S ×R we have a homotopy from
the map f : S → Xh to the map g : S → Yh. As this homotopy progresses, a curve marked
as α on Xh assumes the length of the curve named α on Yh. A cartoon describing what
happens when the ends of the compact core have the same hyperbolic structure but are
different points in Teichmüller space is shown below.
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As we push our surface through, however,  it has to start looking like 
the point (X,g) so α has to get very long.  Other curves will have to 
change length according to the marking as well. Keeping track of this 
information, the picture looks more like this.  The surface that you end 
up with at the other end may look very complicated in terms of the 
original marking, but nevertheless the lengths work out in such a way 
that it is isometric to X by an isometry Φ sending the image of f(α) 
under this homotopy to g(α).   The first picture is still correct, both 
metrically and topologically, but it is a bit decieving as relative to one 
another (X,f ) and (X,g) look very complicated. 
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Tools for studying the geometry of the convex core will be discussed in a later lecture. In
this lecture we will try to describe what sort of geometry can show up in quotients of H3

by surface groups.
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•More General Surface Groups and Limits of Quasi-Fuchsian Groups

In contrast to the quasi-Fuchsian case, we can consider the case of a hyperbolic 3-manifold
fibering over the circle. Three manifolds fibering over the circle can be constructed by
taking S × [0, 1]/ ∼, where (x, 0) ∼ (ψ(x), 1), and ψ : S → S is an element of the
mapping class group Mod(S) = Homeo+(S)/Homeo0(S). Really the gluing map ψ is a
homeomorphism rather than an equivalence class of homeomorphisms, but maps that are
homotopic to the identity don’t change the resulting topology, so the mapping class of ψ
is the only information needed to specify the manifold.

Glue by a 
homeomorphism 
of the surface

=

It is a theorem of Thurston that the manifold Tψ produced by this gluing is hyperbolic if
and only if ψ is a pseudo-Anosov. A pseudo-Anosov map is a map ψ such that for any
simple closed curve γ, ψn(γ) 6= γ for any n. While it is hard to show that gluing by a
pseudo-Anosov produces a hyperbolic manifold, it isn’t hard to show that if the result of
this construction is hyperbolic then the gluing map must be pseudo-Anosov. If not, the
ψn(γ) = γ for some simple closed curve γ. Following γ through the manifold, γ eventually
closes up forming a torus whose fundamental group injects into the the fundamental group
of the manifold. Lifting to the cover Mψ corresponding to the fundamental group of the
fiber (i.e. unwinding the S1 factor), we see an essential annulus of infinite length with
bounded geometry, something that can’t happen in a hyperbolic manifold as the following
exercise shows.

Exercise 1: Let M be a hyperbolic manifold, A an annulus. Prove that if φ : A =
S1× (0, 1)→M is such that φ∗ : π1(A)→ π1(M) is injective and the length of φ(S1× t) is
between constants ε and L for all t, then there exists K such that d(φ(S1×t1), φ(S1×t2)) <
K for all t1 and t2.

While Mψ is a hyperbolic manifold whose fundamental group is a surface group, Mψ looks
very different from a quasi-Fuchsian manifold. For one thing, the convex core is the whole
manifold. The deck transformation Ψ corresponding to going once around the circle gives
an isometry of the three manifold, so the geometry of this picture is periodic. If we look
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at a closed curve γ in the three manifold, its iterates under ψ are all isometric to γ, so we
have a sequence of short curves γ,Ψ(γ),Ψ2(γ)... going off to infinity. As all short curves
have to sit in the convex core, the convex core cannot be bounded.

... ...

γ Ψ(γ) Ψ  (γ) Ψ  (γ)2 3

While this has no clear relation to quasi-Fuchsian groups, Thurston showed that such
a cover of a hyperbolic three-manifold fibering over the circle arises as a limit of quasi-
Fuchsian manifolds. The simultaneous uniformization theorem gives a map from Teich(S)×
Teich(S) to the space of representations of π1(S) into PSL2(C). The mapping class group
acts on Teichmüller space by [ψ] ·(f,X) = (f ◦ψ,X), (when we supress the marking we say
ψX for [ψ] · (f,X)), so we can consider the effect of acting by the mapping class group on
the factors of Teich(S)×Teich(S) before applying simultaneous uniformization. Thurston
showed that for X ∈ Teich(S), Q(ψ−nX,ψnX) converges to the manifold Mψ.

This gives some motivation for studying limits, as limits give a way of seeing a wide
variety of geometric pictures by careful study of a narrower class of representations. In
studying limits of quasi-Fuchsian manifolds, an important object is the Bers’ slice BX =
{Q(X,Y ) | Y ∈ Teich(S)}, which is the set of all quasi-Fuchsian manifolds whose structure
on one end is a fixed point X in Teichmüller space. It is better to think of the Bers’ slice
as parameterizing a subset of the space of representations of π1(S) into PSL2(C), so

BX ⊂ {ρ : π1(S)→ PSL2(C) | ρ is faithful and discrete}/conjugacy

Bonahon showed that the quotient of H3 by the image of a discrete faithful representation
is homeomorphic to S×R. This is a special case of the (now proven) tameness conjecture,
which says that every complete hyperbolic 3-manifold with finitely generated fundamental
group is homeomorphic to the interior of a compact 3-manifold. The set that BX sits in
can therefore be thought of as the space of hyperbolic structures on S × R. This set with
the a topology called the algebraic topology is denoted AH(S). The algebraic topology
can be characterized as follows. A sequence of representations ρn from a group G to a
topological group H converges algebraically to ρ∞ if for all g ∈ G, ρn(g)→ ρ∞(g). In our
setting we only consider the space of representations up to conjugacy, so in the topology
of algebraic convergence, [ρn]→ [ρ] if there are representatives ρ′n ∈ [ρn] and ρ′ ∈ [ρ] such
that for all g ∈ π1(S), ρn(g)→ ρ(g).
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In this topology, the Bers’ slice BX has compact closure for any X. This means that
in terms representations of π1(S) there is a way to interpret what happens to the map
Teich(Y ) → AH(S) given by Y 7→ Q(X,Y ) as Y goes to infinity in Teichmüller space.
It’s worth mentioning that the map Teich → AH(S) given by Y 7→ Q(X,Y ) is injective,
and is called the Bers’ embedding of Teichmüller space. BX is referred to as the Ber’s
compactification of Teichmüller space.

Exercise 2: Show that the closure of the Bers’ slice is compact using Sullivan’s theorem.

Along with algebraic convergence, there is another type of convergence that captures more
information about the geometry of the limiting manifolds. This is called geometric con-
vergence. Algebraic information is often lost in the geometric limit as, for example, we
can construct a sequence of groups that converges geometrically to the trivial group. We
therefore have to set up the discussion carefully to get meaningful limits. The definition of
geometric convergence is the following:

Γn → ΓG in the geometric topology if

1. For all γ ∈ ΓG, there exists γn ∈ Γn such that γn → γ

2. For all subsequences nj , and γnj ∈ Γnj , if γnj → γ, then γ ∈ ΓG.

This is called the Gromov-Hausdorff topology, which looks like the Hausdorff topology on
the family of closed subsets of a metric space. This topology does not look very geomet-
ric on the surface, but the following exercise shows how this topology encodes geometric
information.

Exercise 3: A hyperbolic manifold with baseframe (M,ω) is a hyperbolic manifold H3/Γ
together with a choice of an orthonormal frame ω̃ at the origin of hyperbolic space project-
ing to the baseframe ω. (Mn, ωn) converges geometrically to (MG, ωG), if for all R there
exist maps φRn : BR(ωG) → (Mn, ωn), where BR(ωG) is the ball of radius R around the
baseframe ωG, such that φRn converges to an isometry in the C∞ topology. Show that this
notion of geometric convergence and the one given previously are equivalent.

As the previous exercise demonstrates, a geometric limit is designed to capture information
about larger and larger chunks of the approximates. Unlike their algebraic counterparts,
geometric limits of surface groups can be very complicated, and can even be infinitely
generated. It is easy to see from the definitions that geometric limits are in some sense
larger than algebraic limits, as if ρn → ρ∞ in AH(S), then for any geometric limit ΓG of a
subsequence in {ρn(π1(S))}, ρ∞(π1(S)) < ΓG. Here we are considering strict convergence
of representations, not representations up to conjugacy, so if ρn(g)→ ρ∞(g) then the ρ∞(g)
must be in the geometric limit. Thus given a sequence of representations ρn → ρ∞ such that
ρn(π1(S))→ ΓG, then we have a locally isometric covering M∞ = H3/ρ∞ →MG = H3/ΓG.
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Exercise 4: For any ε > 0, show that the set of hyperbolic 3-manifolds whose injectivity
radius is greater than ε at the base frame ω, {Hinj(w)>ε}, is compact in the geometric
topology.

This exercise shows that given any algebraic limit of a sequence of representations, we can
always pass to a subsequence to get a sequence of groups that converges geometrically. A
sequence of representations is said to converge strongly if there is no need to pass to a
subsequence to get a geometric limit, i.e. strong convergence of the sequence ρn → ρ∞
gives that the geometric limit of ρn(π1(S)) is ρ∞(π1(S)).

At this point it is natural to wonder whether or not algebraic and geometric limits can look
different, and in fact we have already seen a situation where this is the case. In Bromberg’s
last lecture we saw a sequence of Margulis tubes becoming very deep and converging to
a rank two cusp in the limit. Thinking of this in terms of groups, what we saw was a
sequence of cyclic groups converging to a group isomorphic to Z⊕Z. This situation never
comes up in an algebraic limit, as an algebraic limit always converges to a representation
of the original group, and while the limit representation doesn’t need to be faithful, there
is no quotient of Z that is isomorphic to Z⊕ Z. The discussion from the previous lecture
is rephrased in the following exercise.

Exercise 5: (Jørgensen’s example) Let ρn : Z → PSL2(C) be defined by ρn(1) =[
eωn n sinh(ωn)
0 e−ωn

]
, where ωn = 1

n2 + πi
n . Compute the algebraic limit of these repre-

sentations and the geometric limit of their images. (This example will be discussed again
in a later lecture).

We will see that it is possible to embed this kind of behavior in a limit of surface groups.
Kerckhoff and Thurston first did this while studying the basepoint dependence of the Bers’
compactification of Teichmüller space.

δ

Let τ denote a Dehn twist about the curve δ shown above. Consider the sequence of
quasi-Fuchsian manifolds {Q(X, τnX}. By Sullivan’s theorem, the geometry of the both
ends of the convex core boundary of each manifold in this sequence is roughly the same.
Furthermore, we have a homotopy between curves named α and β on one end of the convex
core, and curves named α and β on the other end of the convex core such that neither α
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nor β gets very short. This is also the case with γ and η on the other side of the surface.
These give bounded length “figure eight” homotopies through the manifold.

X τ  Xn

α α

β β

η η

γ γ

δ δ

Exercise 6: Show that as we push through the manifold Q(X, τnX) the lengths of α and
β stay bounded below by some number ε which is independent of n. Hint: Collar lemma.

Applying exercise 1, we see that distance between the convex core boundaries remains
bounded as we take this limit. Something strange must be happening inside the convex
core, however, as curves that cross δ on one side of the manifold must be getting very long
as we push through to the other side of the manifold. What we see happening is a very
deep Margulis tube developing in the middle of the convex core. The boundary of this
Margulis tube is a torus whose boundary is nicely controlled, however the core curve is
becoming very short and sinking deeper and deeper into the tube. In the geometric limit,
this curve pinches off leaving behind a rank two cusp.
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Versions of this construction can lead to even more pathological geometric limits. Choosing
an appropriate sequence of Dehn twists τα1 , τα2 , τα3 ..., we can look at sequences of the
form Q(X, τnα1

◦τn−1
α2
◦ ...◦ταnX). As n gets large, we see deeper and deeper Margulis tubes

forming around a sequence of distinct curves, and in the geometric limit we get infinitely
many rank two cusps. In particular, the geometric limit of this sequence will have infinitely
generated fundamental group.

...
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